Home Visiting Advisory
Committee Meeting
September 16, 2021
10:00 – 2:00 PM

Introductions
Write in the chat:
• Name
• Organization and Role
• Share:
What is motivating you to
engage in the HVAC this
coming year?

Agenda
• Welcome and Introductions
• Framing the HVAC Report
• Proviso and Logistics
• Proposed Structure
• Brief Presentations
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Data Systems
Core Competencies
Workforce
Cost Study

Break
LIA and Stakeholder Input Discussion
Systems Updates
Closing

Framing the HVAC Recommendation
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Proviso Language – HVAC Recommendations
“The home visiting advisory committee established in RCW 43.216.130
shall make recommendations to the department and the legislature by
June 1, 2022, containing strategies for supporting home visiting
providers and serving additional families. Recommendations should
include, but are not limited to, strategies in the 2019 report to the
legislature Opportunities and Considerations for Expanding Home
Visiting Services in Washington State, such as enhancing data system
collections and reporting, professional development supports, and rate
adjustments to reimburse for the true cost of service delivery.”
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Logistics
• Intent
• This is an HVAC recommendation to DCYF and the legislature.

• Elements of the Recommendation
• Strategies for supporting home visiting providers and serving additional
families
• Should include, but not limited to, strategies in the 2019 Expansion Report
such as:
• Enhancing data system collection and reporting
• Professional development supports
• Rate adjustments to reimburse for the true cost of service delivery
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Logistics
• Deadlines:
• The recommendations are due to the legislature by June 1, 2022
• The report is due to Office of Financial Management (OFM) by May 6th, 2022
• DCYF internal teams will start reviewing for format, budget and equity by
March 18th (DCYF will not edit the content of the recommendations and HVAC
will review/approve the report again after DCYF review)

• Length/Structure of Report:
• Recommendation is 5 pages or less. Clearly outline the recommendations
• Recommendation for structure: Table of Contents, Introduction,
Recommendations, Closing
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Proposed Process for Completing Recommendations
• External Facilitator (5 remaining meetings) to support development of the
recommendations
• Small core group of HVAC members to support the drafting of the
recommendation (working with the facilitator)
• Utilize existing subcommittees (Data Systems and Workforce/Professional
Development) for developing recommendations
• As a full group or new subcommittee, discuss true cost of service delivery
recommendations and other recommendations that rise to the top
• Trio members (DCYF, DOH and Start Early) will be available as content
experts and facilitators of the process as needed
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Timeline
Meeting #1
9/16/21

Meeting #2
10/28/21

Meeting #3
12/16/21

Initial planning 1st Working
2nd Working
meeting (TODAY) meeting (gather Meeting (same
necessary
as 10/28/21)
documents in
between) Half
meeting =
subcommittee,
Half meeting =
cost conversation

Meeting #4
3/17/22

Meeting #5
4/28/22

Meeting #6
6/16/22

Review First Draft
Approve Final
 1st draft to DCYF Report
 What additional
info is needed to
finalize? Budget,
staffing, data
MOU’s, etc?

*May want to meeting in-between Meeting #3 and Meeting #4
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Discussion Questions
• What questions/thoughts do you have?

• Are there other recommendations on how to develop this
recommendation by June 1, 2022?
• What additional information do you need to feel comfortable and
confident in developing these recommendations?
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Brief Presentations
• Data Systems (Martha Skiles)

• Core Competencies (Liv Woodstrom)
• Workforce Development (Nina Evers)
• Cost Study (Valerie Stegemoeller)
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Data Systems
Martha Skiles, DOH

2010
WSU worked with
HVSA sites to develop
reporting systems
(MS Access)

2017-18
DOH / ASTHVI
surveyed MIECHV
programs on data
systems

2015
DOH transitioned
data system to SQL
server (~80%) and
excel files (~20%)
2010
4 LIAS
120 Families

2019-20
Berry Dunn
completed Business
Analysis for HVSA

2021
44 LIAS
2600+ Families

Data System Challenges – Berry Dunn, 2020
• HVSA funds diverse models with different programmatic approaches
and priorities
• Models and Programs are funded by multiple donors, with differing
reporting requirements

• Some LIAs do not use the existing data systems to support the
provision of services
• Funding for HVSA infrastructure has not kept pace with funding that
supports expansion to new program models, LIAs, and more families.

Recommendations – full list
Document additional processes and/or validate existing process maps, and develop business and
technical requirements
Accelerate the timeline for onboarding other LIA systems into DOH’s SQL database.

Priority
YES: Ongoing
YES: Ongoing

Perform research on how other states have tackled similar challenges.

YES: Short-term

Enhance existing HVSA technical assistance and tools to support all LIAs.

YES: Long-term

Build upon current HVSA efforts to demonstrate and enhance the value of collecting and providing
data to the LIAs. (e.g., provide PowerBI portal to LIAs or Tableau dashboards)

YES: Long-term

Perform an IT feasibility study, inclusive of an alternatives’ analysis and cost/benefit analysis.

Longer term
consideration

Issue a Request for Information (RFI) to solicit potential system vendors’ perspectives on solutions
to fulfill the HVSA’s long-term data collection and reporting needs.

Longer term
consideration

Raise LIAs’ concerns with NSOs and advocate on LIAs’ behalf.

Ongoing

Continue participation in the HRSA national standards effort.

Ongoing

Leverage the HVSA’s position and role in the Washington home visiting services community to
facilitate and convene funders.
Form new and/or enhance existing data governance initiatives.

Explore additional available technical resources in the WA State ecosystem.

Recommendations – full list
Document additional processes and/or validate existing process maps, and develop business and
technical requirements
Accelerate the timeline for onboarding other LIA systems into DOH’s SQL database.

Priority
YES: Ongoing
YES: Ongoing

Perform research on how other states have tackled similar challenges.

YES: Short-term

Enhance existing HVSA technical assistance and tools to support all LIAs.

YES: Long-term

Build upon current HVSA efforts to demonstrate and enhance the value of collecting and providing
data to the LIAs. (e.g., provide PowerBI portal to LIAs or Tableau dashboards)

YES: Long-term

Perform an IT feasibility study, inclusive of an alternatives’ analysis and cost/benefit analysis.

Longer term
consideration

Issue a Request for Information (RFI) to solicit potential system vendors’ perspectives on solutions
to fulfill the HVSA’s long-term data collection and reporting needs.

Longer term
consideration

Raise LIAs’ concerns with NSOs and advocate on LIAs’ behalf.

Ongoing

Continue participation in the HRSA national standards effort.

Ongoing

Leverage the HVSA’s position and role in the Washington home visiting services community to
facilitate and convene funders.
Form new and/or enhance existing data governance initiatives.

Explore additional available technical resources in the WA State ecosystem.
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Taking our Data System to the next level
Build understanding and consensus around primary
functions of the HVSA Data System

Research data system solutions employed by other states

Market analysis of 3-4 data system solutions for the HVSA

Data System Strengths – Berry Dunn, 2020
The story that is told is one of a group of diverse entities and individuals that have
come together across the HVSA and LIAs to create the best system possible to
support home visiting services data collection and reporting—and more importantly, to
support Washington’s most vulnerable children and families. These organizations and
individuals have invested significant time and energy into overcoming the challenges in
the current environment regardless of the constraints and barriers that exist, and
they have developed strong relationships, a spirit of collaboration, and mutual

trust and respect along the way. This—along with key stakeholders’ shared vision
for the future and profound commitment to serving others—may serve as the
HVSA’s largest strength and opportunity as it moves forward with improving its data

collection and reporting environment.

Home Visiting Core Competencies
Convened Initial Planning Group
• Primarily funders & small group of providers
• Originally planned to agree on outcomes that are expected for home visiting
programs as well as advising on how to engage the field
• Centering the voice of diverse providers was prioritized and ensuring the field
itself will drive the writing and completion of the competencies

4 Core Competency Listening & Learning Sessions for Providers
• 196 Home Visitors & Supervisors attended

Drafting Task Force of Providers Finalized
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Region X Innovation Grant
https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/services/child-dev-support-providers/home-visiting/innovation-grant

Centering Collaborative Scale Up….

… Centering Workforce Voice

•

•

•
•
•

$4mi collaborative research grant
focused on workforce development
Engagement and Innovations
implemented 2017 to 2019
January 2018 Workforce Study with
650 participants
Formative Evaluation of Relationship
Based Innovations: FAN;
NEAR@Home; Human Centered
Design Workshops

•
•
•

Close to 1,000 Workforce members
joined 5 different initiatives
Regional scale up elevated voices of
Home Visitors and Supervisors
especially
Iterative improvements to Innovations
were made in real time, based on field
feedback.
The Home Visiting immediately applied
their learning to HV work, such as CQI
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Demographics
Across the region:
Home visitors reported sharing a
common language with 68% of the
families they serve and a common
race or ethnicity with 47% of
families
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Degree Attainment

22

Area of Study
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What predicts being a supervisor?
The following variables were significant:

• Educational attainment
• Area of study

• Years of experience
• In the ECE field
• As a home visitor
• Race
Those with a master’s degree were nearly 5 times more likely to be a supervisor than those with a
bachelors’ degree
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Economic Well-being
• Nearly 1 in 4 (23%) home visitors report receiving public
assistance

•

• 64% of the workforce report at least some difficulty paying
bills in the past year
• Home visitors experience more economic challenges than
supervisors
25

What predicts pay?
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What predicts intent to stay?
The following variables were significant:
• ACEs
• Reflective supervision

• Psychological climate
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pay
Hours worked
Paperwork hours
Job role
Caseload
Age

• Race

I plan to stay
in my current
job

Individuals of color were 86% more likely to report
intention to stay in their jobs
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Adverse Childhood Experiences

Approximately 9% of the workforce
report experiencing symptoms that
are consistent with clinical
depression
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Commonly Identified Stress Management
Strategies:
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Reflective Supervision

Most home visitors and supervisors agree or strongly agree that they:
• Work together to find new and better ways to meet the needs of families
• Take time together to reflect about the work
• Feel comfortable seeking support from colleagues
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Key Recommendations/Conclusions
• Create pathways for home visitors to advance their education
• Ensure home visitors and supervisors are paid equitably for
their expertise
• Ensure workplaces are psychologically supportive and include
reflective supervision
• Provide benefits and promote access to mental health
services
• Promote work-life balance and self-care
31
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POST Region X Innovation Grant Strategies
Center Equity and Sustainability ….
•

Establish Equitable Participation Guidelines
for all Reflective Practices offerings

•

Provide Ongoing Communities of Practice
and Refresher Trainings for HV and
Supervisors

•

•

Use relationship based, iterative
approaches at systems levels to reflect
feedback from the field.
https://www.dcyf.wa.gov/sites/default/files
/pdf/RegionXRacialEquityBrief.pdf

… Center Voice, Capacity and Retention
•

•
•
•

Engage the field first to ensure systems
“readiness” to provide Reflective Practices
offerings
Provide learning opportunities that include
mentorship and implementation support.
Create ongoing workforce feedback loops
to ensure iterative improvements to PD
offerings.
https://fpg.unc.edu/publications/bringingequity-implementation-incorporatingcommunity-experience-improve-outcomes
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Break!

Cost Study Update
Valerie Stegemoeller, Strengthening Families Analyst
Laura Alfani, Strengthening Families Administrator
www.dcyf.wa.gov
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HVAC Legislative Report Expectation
(iii) The home visiting advisory committee established in RCW 43.216.130 shall make
recommendations to the department and the legislature by June 1, 2022, containing
strategies for supporting home visiting providers and serving additional families.
Recommendations should include, but are not limited to, strategies in the 2019 report
to the legislature Opportunities and Considerations for Expanding Home Visiting
Services in Washington State, such as enhancing data system collections and reporting,
professional development supports, and rate adjustments to reimburse for the true
cost of service delivery.
www.dcyf.wa.gov
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WA’s Home Visiting Funding History
• WA State’s Home Visiting (HV) program is a decade old
• Established with federal grant (MIECHV) funding as a result of the
Accountable Care Act and some initial seed state and private funding

• Between 2012 and 2021, 16 rounds of expansion* have resulted in
the current portfolio of 44 local implementation agencies with the
capacity to serve over 2,600 families in 27 counties
*not including the most recent FY22 procurement

• As of the 2019 WA HV scan, DCYF was estimated to fund about 1/3 of
statewide HV capacity
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Funding history – Growing and Braiding
WA was able to
significantly grow its
HV program as a
result of:
1) MIECHV funding
that served as a
sturdy foundation
to build upon, and
2) Braiding increased
state investment
over the past
several years

Contracts transferred to DEL

DEL merges into DCYF
Cost Study time period
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Funding history – Impacts
The history of the HVSA has influenced the current funding/cost
landscape in some distinct ways
1) MIECHV legacy
• Focus on evidence-based programming
led to majority NFP/PAT investment
• Funder requirements, while extensive,
have enabled key foundational supports
(e.g., data systems, workforce training,
continuous quality improvement, etc.)
and a springboard for state program
development
Recent expansion intentionally increased investment in portfolio models and incorporated more tribal service; both
were strategies proposed in the 2019 legislative report. WA has continued similar levels of investment in NFP.
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Funding history – Impacts, continued
2) Competitive procurement
• Multiple rounds of procurement conducted without established cost
parameters has led to an uneven funding approach and lack of uniform and
complete data on program costs
• These data gaps must be bridged in order to strategically fund and scale HV
programming

3) Braiding and reimbursement
• While braiding and cost reimbursement have supported the implementation
and growth of WA HV, alternative payment approaches should be considered
in light of continued expansion and integration expectations
These impacts have been key to shaping the DCYF cost study
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Cost Study – Definition
• There is no single, formal definition of the term cost study
• It is used interchangeably with cost analysis

• While there are many types of cost analysis, these definitions are
most relevant to WA’s Cost Study plan:
“the process of examining the cost of doing something in order to make
comparisons and to plan for the future” - Cambridge dictionary
“the process of modeling costs to support strategic planning, decision making…”
– Simplicable
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Different approaches to cost analysis
• Basic cost analysis (planning centric); per-unit for purposes of comparison
• Example(s): The cost to serve a family in 12 months time; cost per family served (entry to exit); cost per home
visit; cost per child; cost per 15-minute service time
• Could be differentiated by community/provider/model/or any metric that drives variation in cost
• This could also be something like… home visiting can be provided to 20% of families statewide for $X

• Cost-efficiency analysis (output centric)
• Example(s): Provider A can provide a home visit for less cost than provider B; home visiting costs less than the
alternative child neglect and maltreatment prevention service [enter name here], annually
• Often used when cost containment/reduction is the central purpose of analysis

• Cost-effectiveness analysis (outcome centric)
• Example(s): $ per case of child maltreatment prevented; $ per unhealthy birthweight prevented
• When we think about retention based on salary level, this is cost-effectiveness analysis (i.e., how many more
months is a home visitor retained with an $x increase in salary)

• Benefit-cost analysis (investment centric)
• This analysis takes ALL societal costs and ALL societal benefits (beyond operational service costs and specific
program outcomes); difficult to quantify all costs; sometimes called ‘return on investment’
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DCYF Cost Study – Brief Recap
The DCYF cost study is intended to support the development of:
• A funding framework that guides future growth, supports a sustainable HV
program, and aligns to WA program values (e.g., equity, fidelity, engagement, etc.)
• A payment model that can support integration of FFPSA and Medicaid billing,
considers administrative complexity, and supports integration
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Cost Study beginnings: SFY18-19
• In SFY18, contracts administration transferred from Thrive By Five to DCYF (DEL at the time)
• Over the next two years, DCYF set the stage for costing analysis with a review of
•
•
•
•

Existing home visiting and Department of Early Learning cost studies
Funder service and payment requirements; alternative payment models
HV service components related to model fidelity and evidence of effectiveness
HVSA-funded LIA budget and initial performance data

• Focus was to understand existing funding and payment frameworks, data limitations, and
parity concerns
• Central findings:
• No standard HV costing framework exists; LIAs report significant direct service cost variation
• Some funding variation is likely attributed to the competitive procurement process
• DCYF was not capturing the full program cost for many HVSA-funded LIAs
• WA should further explore fidelity standards, notably dosage and enrollment
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Cost Study recent work: SFY20-21
• The initial work allowed preliminary costing analysis to support the 2019 expansion report
and directed the next steps in the process, specifically around identified data limitations

• Over the last two years, the cost study began addressing data gaps and conducting
exploratory analysis:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved LIA data collection, particularly wages, non-HVSA program budgets, and caseloads
LIA performance payment data
Family First Prevention Services Act (FFPSA) funding opportunity
Continued review of new home visiting research, cost studies, and budgeting models
Beginning conversations with DCYF’s Rates Department

• Exploration shifted to HV programming values, LIA service cost variation, and equity
• Central findings:
• Patterns of HV wage variation; pay disparities; workforce retention challenges
• Evidence of significant correlation between HV service cost and home visitor wage and caseload
• DCYF work towards standardizing agency costing, rate, and payment methodologies
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2019 Legislative Recommendations
OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR EXPANDING HV IN WA STATE
Deliverable

Proposed vision for significant expansion of home visiting statewide with focus
on diversifying service portfolio (i.e., rural, tribal, non-NFP/PAT models)

Concrete
Strategies

•
•
•
•

Increased funding
Alternative payment structure(s)
Workforce training & supports
Cultural match

•
•
•

•

Increased coordination with DCYF
& other state HV funders
Greater family engagement
Capacity building

•
•
•

Broad
Strategies

•
•

Scaling Trio staffing
Data system enhancement
Grow HVAC membership
Public outreach
Universal HV/screening
Centralized referrals

Costing

Early estimation of scaled fully-burdened costs (direct service + administration)
based on a 40% NFP/40% PAT/20% OTHER portfolio + ~10% tribal target

Key Values

•
•

Service diversity
Thriving workforce

•
•

State systems alignment
Stakeholder engagement

• Has anything
changed from
the initial report,
particularly
around values?
• What are we
looking to build
on for this
report?
• What are the
opportunities?
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Cost study questions for HVAC report
• What values/priorities do we have for building a strong WA HV system? Where
do we have strong alignment/data/support? Where do we foresee barriers?
• What data would support a strong understanding of true costs of HV?
•
•
•
•

What do we need to know to support report recommendations?
What would we like to know to inform WA programming?
What are we interested to learn from LIAs? Other WA HV? Other states? DCYF?
What is feasible to obtain and evaluate over a six-month period?

• How can DCYF support the development of HVAC recommendations?
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Possible HVAC Report timeline
Apr 28
Mar 17
Dec 16

• Goals & Values
• Process

• Analyze and
review initial data

• Data collection

Oct 28
Sep 16

• Recommendation
s and findings

• Review existing
information
• Define methods

• What information would be helpful for our next meeting?
• Does this timing and approach align with HVAC’s vision?
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Discussion Questions
• What questions/thoughts do you have?

• What additional information do you need to feel comfortable and
confident in developing these recommendations?
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Additional Discussion – HVAC Recommendations
Do we have shared values, goals and hopes for this HVAC
recommendation?
LIA and other stakeholder engagement:
• Are there other stakeholders who you would like to have a voice in these
recommendations?
• At what point in the process would you like to get feedback from other
stakeholders?
• How would you like to go about engaging other stakeholders?
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Next Steps
• Core group volunteers?
• Subcommittee participation:
• Data Systems
• Workforce/Professional Development

• Cost of Service Delivery – full group?
• Identify facilitator
• Gather materials to send to HVAC members 2 weeks prior to next
meeting.
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Systems Updates
•
•
•
•

COVID-19 Updates
MIECHV Updates
17B Account Balance
HVSA Expansion and Contract
Adjustments
• FFPSA
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COVID-19 Updates
• Vaccine Mandate
• COVID-19 1-pager
• Other updates from partners?
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MIECHV Updates
• DCYF has a 3-day HRSA Site Visit
Sept. 21-23
• MIECHV ARP funds and
Innovation Grant
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DCYF FFY21 MIECHV Formula ARPA Award
Award total:
$1,011,383
Available to spend
until Sept. 30,
2023
Seven allowable uses
of funding.
Additional funding
anticipated to be
awarded at a later date
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17B Account Update
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SFY21 HV Fiscal Review
Report run 9/16/21
MIECHV
TANF
17B STATE
TOTAL SFY21

$
$
$
$

SFY21 BUDGET
10,140,580
1,504,000
8,564,093
20,208,673

SFY21 PRE-FINAL % SPEND DOWN UNSPENT
$
9,399,954
93%
$
1,441,321
96%
$
7,545,743
88%
$
18,387,018
91%
$ 1,821,655

• SFY21 expenses are projected; not final
• Spend to budget is consistent with prior years (90% SFY20; 88% SFY21)
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SFY22 HV STATE 17B FUND BALANCE, projected
• SFY22 state funds have not deposited into account at this time
• DCYF has budgeted up to spending authority
• At the 90% historical spend rate, fund balance can be reduced ~$1M
SFY22 Fund Balance est.
Anticipated FY22 deposit
Total SFY22 State 17B funding

$ 4,123,162
$ 8,844,000
$ 12,967,162

SFY22 spending authority*

$ 10,767,000

SFY22 State 17B budget

$ 10,760,000

17B Fund Balance w/90% spend down

$

3,283,162
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Contract Adjustments
• DCYF released contract adjustments September 1st to all 44 LIAs. The
methodology for adjustment considered two factors:
• Parity in HVSA funding level compared to similar-cost LIAs, using home visitor
costs and caseload as the primary program cost drivers, and
• Tenure of the funding award (i.e., the year that the LIA accepted the funding
from HVSA), with earlier awardees receiving a higher increase in funding
compared to newer procurement awards.

• Total spend on contract adjustments was $910K.
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Expansion
• This round of expansion was very competitive, the highest number of
applicants we have received!
• 25 LIAs were invited to apply for funding based on 2 criteria:
• Average active enrollment of at least 75% of funded slots for 3 of 4 review periods
(SFY18, SFY19, SFY20, Q1/Q2 SFY21)
• Average 12-month retention among 50% or more of enrolled families for 2 of 3
review periods (SFY18, SFY19, or SFY20)

• We received 14 applications with a total request of $2.64M and 345 slots.
• We held a panel review with 12 panelists who reviewed applications.
• 7 LIAs were selected for funding.
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HVSA Expansion
• HVSA Expansion Opportunity:
• Atlantic Street Center PC+
• Catholic Charities pf Southwest WA PAT
• Chinese Information & Service Center PC+
• First Step Family Support Center PAT
• Seattle King County Public Health NFP
• Thurston County Public Health & Social Services NFP
• Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital NFP
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Family First Prevention
Services Act
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Thank You!
Next Meeting: Thursday, October 28th, 2021

